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irectional illumination analysis using
eamlet decomposition and propagation
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ABSTRACT

We evaluate directional illumination �DI� and acquisition-
aperture efficacy through wave theory-based beamlet de-
composition of the wavefield. Beamlet decomposition
�wavelet transform along spatial axis� provides localizations
in both space and direction of a wavefield. We introduce the
image conditions in beamlet domain and local angle domain
and then define the local image matrix �LIM�. We calculate
the DI in the image space for a given source or a group of
sources by decomposing Green’s functions into local angle
domain at image points.Acquisition-aperture efficacy �AAE�
matrix and acquisition dip-response �ADR� vector can be de-
fined to quantify the efficacy of an acquisition configuration
for a given subsurface point. As numerical examples, we cal-
culate the DI maps andADR maps for high- and low-velocity
lens models and for the SEG-EAGE 2D salt model. We fur-
ther investigate the influences of acquisition geometry and
overlaying structures on the quality of prestack depth migra-
tion image for the subsalt area of the SEG-EAGE model. We
find that the ADR maps for different dip angles have good
correlation with the image qualities of the corresponding re-
flectors. DI analysis can be used in the aperture correction for
image amplitude in local angle domain for wave theory-
based migration methods.

INTRODUCTION

Although seismic imaging techniques, especially prestack depth
igrations, have been improved significantly in providing reliable

igh-resolution seismic images for complex structures, there re-
ains a need for better understanding of various factors affecting

mage quality, such as acquisition geometry, various approximations
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nvolved in migration procedures, and the influences of overlaying
elocity structures above target areas. Illumination analysis in the
arget areas is a powerful tool to study the influences of acquisition
perture and overlaying structures. Techniques for illumination
tudies are based often on ray tracing modeling �Berkhout, 1997;
chneider and Winbow, 1999; Bear et al., 2000; Muerdter et al.,
001; Muerdter and Ratcliff, 2001a, 2001b�. Although ray tracing is
onvenient and its results can be sorted easily into CMP �common
idpoint� gathers, common offset gathers, or common reflection an-

le gathers to understand illumination attributes, the resulting illu-
ination maps may contain large errors in complex areas because of

igh-frequency approximation and singularity problems of ray theo-
y for complex regions �Hoffmann, 2001�. However, finite-differ-
nce modeling for illumination analysis avoids such problems. The
ssue with finite-difference methods is that a space domain solution
f the wave equation can provide only the total illumination at any
oint. The ray method seemingly can provide angle-dependent illu-
ination at any point. In fact, this over-precise directional illumina-

ion �DI� map does not reflect the real behavior of the wavefield since
t violates the Heisenberg uncertainty principle: The position and di-
ection of a wavefield cannot be specified accurately at the same
ime. In order to have reliable DI, we need a wave theory-based

ethod which possesses both space and direction localizations with
heir widths, satisfying the uncertainty principle.

Recently, a wave-theory-based beamlet wave propagation and
igration method has been developed �Wu et al., 2000; Wu and
hen, 2001�. Instead of global Fourier transform �FT� Wu et al.

2000� applied efficient decomposition schemes using Gabor-
aubechies frame �G-D frame� or local cosine bases to the wavefield

nd derived corresponding propagators in the beamlet domain �Wu
t al., 2000; Wu and Chen, 2001, 2002a�. The wavefield decomposi-
ion element �atom� in beamlet transform is a windowed harmonics
long spatial axes, and therefore it is called beamlet �wavelet along
patial axis�. In the G-D frame, translated and modulated Gaussian
indow functions are used to construct the frame atoms for beamlet
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S148 Wu and Chen
ecomposition. The beamlet decomposition provides localizations
n both space and direction �local wavenumber� of the wavefield,

aking it natural for analyzing DI distributions. Beamlet domain
ropagators are also more flexible and have better wide-angle per-
ormances than traditional global propagators.

In this study, we define and evaluate illuminations distribution
nd acquisition dip-responses for subsurface reflectors for a given
cquisition geometry and overlaying structures through beamlet
avefield decomposition and propagation. First, local plane waves

re defined based on the G-D frame beamlet decomposition. Then a
patial distribution of DI is derived through the decomposition of
reen’s function into the beamlet domain �or local angle domain�. In
rder to calculate the acquisition aperture efficacy �AAE� that in-
ludes the effects of both source and receiver apertures, we introduce
he image condition in beamlet domain and mixed domain �local
hase space� and define the local image matrix �LIM� as the migrat-
d images in local angle domain �as a function of incident-receiving
ngle pairs�.AlocalAAE matrix measures the system response in lo-
al angle domain at each point and is reduced to a local acquisition
ip response �ADR� that measures the total system response to local
eflectors with different dip angles. A lens model and the SEG-
AGE 2D salt model are used as examples to demonstrate the feasi-
ility of the approach. The influences of various factors on final
restack image quality through DI andADR analyses is investigated
or the SEG-EAGE salt model.

BEAMLET DECOMPOSITION OF WAVEFIELD

Wavefields in the frequency-space domain are represented as
�xT,z� for a given frequency �, where xT is the horizontal position
ector xT = �x,y� in the 3D case, xT = x in the 2D case, and z is the
epth. For the sake of simplicity, we omit the parameter � in the
avefield representation. Equivalently, it can be represented in the

requency-wavenumber domain as u�kT,z�, where kT = �kx,ky� is
he horizontal or transverse wavenumber vector. However, these two
omains cannot coexist simultaneously. In space domain, the space
ocalization is perfect, which means you can specify precisely the
hase and amplitude of a wavefield at any point, but you can not
pecify the propagation direction at all. On the other hand, in wave-
umber domain you can have perfect direction localization but no
pace localization at all. This is one of the most important differenc-
s of the traditional wavefield representation �either space domain or
avenumber domain� from the ray representation �asymptotic ap-
roximations�.

Recent progress in beamlet decomposition of wavefield �Stein-
erg, 1993; Wu et al., 2000; Wu and Chen, 2001, 2002a, b; Xie and
u, 2002� provides a basis for simultaneously localizing the wave-

eld in both space and direction. Beamlet transform uses translated
indows for spatial localization and harmonic modulations for di-

ectional localization. The size of spatial and directional localiza-
ions cannot be arbitrarily small simultaneously and must satisfy the
eisenberg uncertainty principle. This is an important difference be-

ween the wave theory in beamlet domain and the ray theory, similar
o the difference between the quantum mechanics and the classical

echanics.
In this study, we use Gabor decomposition �Gabor-Daubechies

ransform�. The Gabor atom �decomposition element� is a Gaussian
indowed exponential harmonics

g �x� = eim�� xg�x − n� � , �1�
mn x
here g�x� is a window function, �x and �� are the space and wave-
umber sampling intervals, respectively, and n�x and m�� are the
orresponding space-wavenumber domain loci of gmn�x�. This de-
omposition atom is the same as the windowed Fourier transform.
owever, to have efficient decomposition and reconstruction, we
se the G-D frame theory, which is also called Gabor frame �Feich-
inger and Strohmer, 1998� or Weyl-Heisenberg coherent state frame
Daubechies, 1990� because of its relation to the Weyl-Heisenberg
roup in quantum field theory �Klauder and Skagerstam, 1985; Fos-
er and Huang, 1991�. We put the G-D frame theory in Appendix A
nd give only the necessary definition and physical explanation in
his section.

A G-D frame is a type of windowed Fourier frame �Daubechies,
992� using the Gaussian window function. Frame decomposition is
ot orthogonal and therefore has redundancy in the representation.
abor �1946� originally proposed a decomposition using the critical

ampling �x�� = 2� in the time-frequency domain. Daubechies
1990� proved that the reconstruction using critical sampling is un-
table and, for stable reconstruction, over sampling ��x�� � 2��
ust hold, where �x�� measures the size of windowed Fourier at-

ms �latticed coherent states�. The necessary and sufficient condi-
ions for the stable reconstruction have been derived based on the
rame theory �Daubechies, 1990, 1992�. In Wu et al. �2000�, this
aussian windowed Fourier frame is called the G-D frame. For 2D

ases, beamlet decomposition of a wavefield at depth z using the
-D frame can be expressed as �Wu et al., 2000; Wu and Chen,
001�:

u�x,z,�� = �
m

�
n

�u, g̃mn�gmn�x�

= �
m

�
n

ûz�x̄n, �̄m,��gmn�x� , �2�

here ûz� x̄n, �̄m,�� are the beamlet coefficients, � is the circular fre-
uency, gmn and g̃mn are the G-D frame atoms and dual frame atoms,
espectively:

gmn�x� = ei�̄m xg�x − x̄n� ,

g̃mn�x� = ei�̄m xg̃�x − x̄n� , �3�

here x̄n = n�x, �̄m = m�� with �x�� � 2� are the nth window lo-
ation and the mth local wavenumber position, respectively. The
aussian window function is g�x� with g̃�x� as its dual-window

unction. The dual-window function can be calculated by pseudo-in-
ersion of the original window function �Qian and Chen, 1996; Mal-
at, 1998; Wu and Chen, 2001�. For wavefield propagation in beam-
et domain, we decompose the wavefield with the G-D frame so that
ts dual window function is very close to the Gaussian window func-
ion. This is the case of tight frame �Appendix A or Daubechies,
992�. We see that for wavefield decompositions, each beamlet �in
his case a G-D frame atom� is a windowed plane wave that has both
pace localization � x̄n� and direction localization � �̄m�. Because of
he uncertainty principle �x�� � 2�, local parameters in beamlet
omain, x̄n and �̄m, are different from those in the space-wavenumber
omain, x and �. The beamlet position is only specified as a local
indow centered at x̄, and �̄ specifies only the lobe direction of the
eamlet centered at �̄ in the wavenumber domain. The Gabor beam-
et �Gaussian beamlet� has a smooth lobe without side lobes. The
idth of the lobe is inversely proportional to the width of the spatial
indow. Beamlets are propagated by propagators in beamlet domain
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Directional illumination analysis S149
nd then form images by applying the imaging condition in the
eamlet domain or the space domain �Wu et al., 2000; Wu and Chen,
001�.At each step, the wavefield in the space domain is reconstruct-
d by summing the contributions from the beamlets �inverse beamlet
ransform�:

u�x,z,�� = �
l

�
j

ûz�x̄l, �̄ j,��gjl�x�

= �
j

ei�̄j x�
l

g�x − x̄l�ûz�x̄l, �̄ j,�� . �4�

lthough we propagate the wavefield using beamlet propagator, the
ave propagation can be implemented by any wave theory-based
ropagators that can calculate amplitude information in the local an-
le domain. Equation 4 shows that at each space location the field
an be recovered by superposing the contributions of all the win-
owed plane waves �beamlets� from all the neighboring windows.
ecause of the nature of Gaussian windows, for each x, the field is
ainly controlled by the beamlets in a few neighboring windows.
e can also have a partial reconstruction �mixed domain wave-field

n local phase space�:

u�x,z, �̄ j,�� = ei�̄j x�
l

g�x − x̄l�ûz�x̄l, �̄ j,�� . �5�

e call u�x,z, �̄ j,�� a local plane wave, which is a superposition
weighted average� of windowed plane waves of the same local
avenumber �beamlets with the same lobe direction and lobe width�

rom neighboring windows. Therefore the local plane wave for loca-
ion x is an average beamlet over its neighboring windows. For the
ocal plane wave of local wavenumber �̄ j, the corresponding propa-
ating angle is

�̄ j = sin−1��̄ j · v�x,z�/�� , �6�

here �̄ j is the local incident angle with respect to the vertical, and
�x,z� is the wave velocity at �x,z�. Note that a local plane wave is
ot a plane wave in the normal sense; it is a beamlet with a Gaussian
obe whose width is inversely proportional to the window width in
pace domain. Each �̄ j corresponds to an angle of the lobe direction.
or other directions between the specified lobe directions, interpola-

ion between neighboring lobes is used.

DIRECTIONAL ILLUMINATION MAP

A definition of DI is illustrated in Figure 1. For the single-source
ase, different space points receive illumination energy of different
irections from the source. For multisources, the DI intensity at each
oint is the sum of DI energy from all the sources.

The computation procedure of DI maps is as follows. For a single
ource, we put a unit-strength source on the surface and propagate
he field to the image space. Through partial reconstruction of the
eamlet domain fields, we obtain the local plane waves �average
eamlets� with G�x,z, �̄ j,xs� or G�x,z, �̄ j,xs�, which is Green’s func-
ion in local angle domain, where xs is the source location on the sur-
ace. For the illumination problem, we are only concerned with the
ntensity or amplitude. For a single frequency �0 �such as the domi-
ant frequency of a source time function�, the DI map of a single
ource is defined as
Da�x,z, �̄ j;xS,�0� = �G�x,z, �̄ j;xS,�0�� , �7�

here a is the window width of the G-D frame used in wavefield de-
omposition, representing the average range for deriving local plane
aves. We can also calculate and display the average illumination
ithin a small frequency band around �0

Da�x,z, �̄ j;xS,�0 ± ��� = � �
�0−��

�0+��

�G�x,z, �̄ j;xS,���2�1/2

= � �
�0−��

�0+��

Da
2�x,z, �̄ j;xS,���1/2

.

�8�

n the same way, the DI map can be calculated by summing up the en-
rgy of local plane waves over all the frequencies.

By summing the DI maps of individual sources, the DI map of a
roup of sources or all the sources in an acquisition system can be
alculated. Taking point sources �in shot domain� as an example,

Da�x,z, �̄ j� = ��
S =1

NS

Da
2�x,z, �̄ j;xS��1/2

, �9�

here NS is the number of sources. For group sources of other types,
uch as synthetic beam sources or plane sources, or generally areal
hots �Berkhout, 1992�, the summation procedure is similar. The fre-
uency variable has been dropped in equation 9, implying that the
alculated multisource DI map has the same frequency content as
hat of the single-source DI maps.

igure 1. Illustrations of the concept of DI maps for �a� single-source
ase and �b� multisource case.
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S150 Wu and Chen
To demonstrate the procedure of DI mapping, we consider a lens
odel consisting of a homogeneous lens embedded in a homoge-

eous background. The velocity of the background medium v0 is
000 m/s. Two different velocities are chosen for the lens: vlens

4000 m/s and vlens = 1000 m/s corresponding to velocity pertur-
ations of +100% and −50%, respectively. For both cases, an acqui-
ition system consisting of 257 shots with 176 left-hand-side receiv-
rs for each shot, i.e., NS = 257 and NR = 176, is used to calculate the
I and the acquisition system response. A Ricker wavelet with the
ominant frequency f0 = 15 Hz is used as the source time function.
In Figures 2a and b, the DI gathers of the acquisition system using

he dominant frequency are shown in the form of rose diagram for
100% velocity contrast and for −50% velocity contrast, respec-

ively. At each point in these maps, 11 arrows �petals� are plotted,
ach of which represents one illumination direction. The number
ear each point gives the total illumination strength at that point. The
engths of the arrows indicate the relative strengths of illumination
or different directions.As expected, the DI maps show the directivi-
y features of acquisition illumination. For both velocity perturba-
ion cases, the total illumination strength decreases with depth.
owever, the intensity distributions and directivity features inside

he lens body and at the sub-lens area are different. For the high-ve-
ocity lens, DI show the typical features of wavefield defocusing; for
he low-velocity lens, focusing features can be seen clearly. At the
ub-lens area, especially near the lens boundary, the two DI maps
ave different appearances resulting from their different energy
ransmission patterns.

The other form of presenting the DI map is the DI map album
hich is the collection of DI intensity maps Da�x,z, �̄ j,�0� for differ-

igure 2. DI maps for all the 257 shots in the form of rose diagram for
he lens model � f0 = 15 Hz�. Two velocity contrasts are considered:
a� +100% contrast and �b� −50% contrast.
nt incident angles �̄ j, as shown in Figures 3a and b. Because of the
igh-velocity contrasts, the DI distributions in both cases look high-
y nonuniform. As a result, some shadow zones appear within and
nder the lens body in the DI albums of different directions, includ-
ng the case of vertical incidence. However, the distribution patterns
f the shadow zones are very different for the two velocity contrasts.
he defocusing in the high-velocity lens �+100% contrast� and the

ocusing of the low-velocity lens �−50% contrast� are seen clearly in
hese figures.

To investigate the frequency dependence of the DI distributions,

igure 3. DI album for all the 257 shots for the lens model � f0

15 Hz� for �a� the high-velocity lens �+100% velocity contrast�
nd �b� the low-velocity lens �−50% velocity contrast�.
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Directional illumination analysis S151
e consider the frequency spectrum of the source function, the Rick-
r wavelet � f0 = 15 Hz�. The half energy points of such a spectrum
orrespond to f1 = 9.3 Hz and f2 = 21.6 Hz. The DI albums of the
cquisition system for f1 and f2 are calculated and compared with the
ase of dominant frequency f0. We see no significant differences be-
ween these maps and the maps for dominant frequency, and con-
lude that DI distributions are not sensitive to frequency, at least
ithin the frequency range containing significant energy.

IMAGE CONDITIONS IN BEAMLET DOMAIN
AND LOCAL IMAGE MATRIX

By performing beamlet wavefield decomposition and propaga-
ion, and applying the widely used image condition in space domain
ntroduced by Claerbout �1971� to the decomposed wavefields or
artially reconstructed wavefields, the image conditions in beamlet
omain and local angle domain are obtained accordingly.

Figure 4 shows the concepts of wavefield decomposition and the
erivation of a LIM. For each point source, the forward-propagated
avefield can be decomposed locally at the image point �x,z�,

uS�x,z,�� = �
j

�
l

ûz
S�x̄l;, �̄ j,��gjl�x� , �10�

nd the received scattered wavefield at each receiver can be back-
ropagated to the image space and decomposed locally at the same
mage point,

uRS�x,z,�� = �
p

�
q

ûz
RS�x̄q, �̄p,��gpq�x� . �11�

ere the superscripts S and RS refer to the point source and the point
eceiver �for source S� located on the surface, respectively. Taking
he crosscorrelation of uS�x,z,�� and uRS�x,z,��, and summing up
he contributions from all the source-receiver pairs, we obtain the
mage in frequency domain. Using equations 10 and 11, and writing
xplicitly gjl and gpq �equation 3�, we obtain

I�x,z,�� = �
S

u*S�x,z,����
RS

uRS�x,z,���
= �

j
�

p

ei��̄p−�̄j�x�
l

�
q
��

S

ûz
*S�x̄l, �̄ j,��

�	�
RS

ûz
RS�x̄q, �̄p,��
�g�x − x̄l�g�x − x̄q�

= �
j

�
p

ei��̄p−�̄j�x�
l

�
q

Mjlpqg�x − x̄l�g�x − x̄q� ,

�12�

ith

jlpq�x̄l, �̄ j; x̄q, �̄p� = �
S

ûz
*S�x̄l, �̄ j���

RS

ûz
RS�x̄q, �̄p,�� . �13�

e call Mjlpq the image matrix in the beamlet domain. It is the image
roduced by the incident windowed plane wave in lth window with

jth wavenumber and the scattered windowed plane wave in qth win-
ow with pth wavenumber. Summing up the contributions from all
eamlets with the same local wavenumber in the neighboring win-
ows, we get the image matrix in local angle-domain �the local im-
ge matrix� for a specific frequency �,
La��̄ j, �̄p,x,z,�� = �
l

�
q

Mjlpqg�x − x̄l�g�x − x̄q�ei��̄p−�̄j�x

= �
S
�ei�̄j x�

l

ûz
*S�x̄l, �̄ j,��g�x − x̄l��

���
RS

e−i�̄p x�
q

ûz
RS�x̄q, �̄p,��g�x − x̄q��

= �
S

Wa
*S�x, �̄ j,z,���

RS

Wa
RS�x, �̄p,z,�� .

�14�

a
S�x, �̄ j,z,�� and Wa

RS�x, �̄p,z,�� in the above formula are local inci-
ent plane wave �incident beamlet� and local scattered plane wave
scattered beamlet�, respectively; a is window width.

The LIM is expressed as a function of local incident and receiving
ngles by the coordinate transform from �̄ j, �̄p to �̄ j, �̄p, where �’s are
he angles with respect to the vertical �z� axis �Figure 6�:

�̄ j = �̄i = k0 sin �̄i

�̄p = �̄g = k0 sin �̄g

,
�d�̄i� = �d�̄i�k0 cos �̄i

�d�̄g� = �d�̄g�k0 cos �̄g

,
�15�

ith k0 = �/v�x,z�. �̄i and �̄g are the local incident and receiving an-
les, respectively. Therefore

La��̄i, �̄g,x,z,�� = k0
2�cos �̄i cos �̄g�

��
S
�Wa

*S�x, �̄i,z,���
R S

Wa
RS�x, �̄g,z,��� ,

�16�

here k0
2�cos �̄i cos �̄g� serves as the Jacobian of the coordinate

ransform, similar to the case of scattering tomography �linearized
nversion� �Wu and Toksöz, 1987; Miller et al., 1987; Wu et al.,
994�. In this case, the effect of the heterogeneous overburden has
een corrected by the forward propagation �downward continua-
ion� and the inversion is a local inversion in the homogeneous back-
round.

Stacking the image matrices of all the frequencies with incident
ngle �̄i and receiving angle �̄g �image condition� results in images in
he local angle domain,

igure 4. Local scattering matrix and local image matrix.
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S152 Wu and Chen
I��̄i, �̄g,x,z� = Re � d�La��̄i, �̄g,x,z,�� . �17�

he summation over frequency implies that the local incident and
cattered plane waves meet at the image point �x,z� at t = 0.
� �̄i, �̄g,x,z� is called the local angle domain image matrix.

The final image of total strength in the space domain can be ob-
ained from the LIM by summing up the contributions of all scatter-
ng experiments � �̄i, �̄g�:

I�x,z� = �
�i

�
�g

I��̄i, �̄g,x,z� . �18�

The local angle coordinates in incident �or source�-receiving an-
le pairs � �̄i, �̄g� can be transformed to normal-reflection angle pairs
�̄n, �̄r�. The definition of the wavenumber vectors and the related an-
les are shown in Figures 5 and 6a.Awavenumber vector k� is defined
s k� = ���,��, where �� is the horizontal wavenumber and � is the verti-
al wavenumber; in the 2D case, �� = �. In Figure 5, the exchange
avenumber vector k�n is defined as

k�n = k�g − k�i = k�g + k�s,

here k�g and k�i are the receiving and incident wavenumber vectors,
espectively �Morse and Feshbach, 1953; Wu and Toksőz, 1987;
ato and Fehler, 1998�. The k�s = −k�i is the source wavenumber vec-

or. In common-mode scattering �P-Por S-S�, k�g and k�s have the same
agnitude, but different directions; however, in the case of convert-

d waves, they can have different magnitudes also. k�n represents the
ectorial spectral component of a local heterogeneity that can be re-
ealed by a local scattering �single frequency� experiment �Wu and
oksöz, 1987�. In local planar reflectors, the direction of k�n �defined
y the unit vector n̂� coincides with the normal direction of the re-
ector that can be detected by this �k�g,k�s� pair. For acoustic waves
P-P scattering�, we have the angle coordinate transform from
�̄i, �̄g� to � �̄n, �̄r�:

igure 5. Definition of local wavenumber vectors: k�i is incident
avenumber vector, k�s = −k�i; k�g is scattering wavenumber vector; k�n

s exchange wavenumber vector, k�n = k�g − k�i = k�g + k�s. In the fig-
re, ŝ, ĝ, n̂ are the corresponding unit vectors of k�s, k�g, k�n, respective-
y.
�̄n = ��̄g + �̄i�/2

�̄r = ��̄g − �̄i�/2, �19�

here �̄n is the normal angle of the dipping reflector and �̄r is the re-
ection angle with respect to the normal. Because of the mirror re-
ection of planar interfaces, we can sum up all the responses for dif-
erent reflection-angles for a common normal-angle, resulting in

I��̄n,x,z� = �
�r

I��̄n, �̄r,x,z� . �20�

his kind of reflector-dip image gathers is one type of the common-
ngle image �CAI� gathers, and can be called common dip-angle im-
ge �CDAI� gathers. For local planar reflectors, the CDAI gathers
ill have peaks at the corresponding real dip-angles.
For the purpose of local amplitude variation with angle �AVA�

nalysis, we can sum up all the elements of different dip-angles for a
ommon reflection-angle,

I��̄r,x,z� = �
�n

I��̄n, �̄r,x,z� , �21�

esulting in common reflection-angle image �CRAI� gathers. Gener-
lly we can also get common incident-angle image �CIAI� and com-
on scattering-angle image �CSAI� gathers from LIMs for different

urposes.

LOCAL SCATTERING MATRIX AND
LOCAL IMAGE MATRIX

The above-defined LIM is related closely to the local scattering
atrix �LSM�. For a scatterer �heterogeneity� located in a homoge-

eous background, the scattering amplitude is defined as the com-
lex amplitude A��i,�g� of the scattered field as a function of scatter-
ng angle ��sc = �g − �i� with respect to a unit incident plane wave at
i �Ishimaru, 1978�. The squared amplitude is referred to as scattered
nergy by a scatterer. Scattering coefficient Es��i,�g,x,z�, for a con-
inuous, heterogeneous medium, is defined as the scattered energy
ithin a unit solid angle around �g by a unit volume of heterogeneity

entered at �x,z� with respect to the incident plane wave of a unit en-
rgy flux �Aki and Richards, 1980, Chapter 5; Wu 1985�. The corre-
ponding definition for discrete scatterers is the scattering cross sec-
ion 	s��sc,x,z� �Ishimaru, 1978� and Es = n	s, where n is the num-
er density �number of scatterers within a unit volume�. Assuming
e can conduct scattering experiments surrounding the local hetero-
eneity at �x,z� with a series of local incident plane waves at differ-

igure 6. �a� Geometry of a scattering experiment for a planar reflec-
or. �b� Angle distribution of reflected energy for full aperture
−�–�� and half aperture �−�/2–�/2�.
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Directional illumination analysis S153
nt angles, we can define the local scattering matrix S� �̄i, �̄g;x,z� as
he matrix of scattering coefficients for incident-scattering angle
airs � �̄i, �̄g�, which quantifies the angle distribution of scattered en-
rgy for different incident angles �see the conceptual sketch in Fig-
re 4�. The LSM, is the intrinsic property of the scattering medium,
s independent of the acquisition system and free from propagation
ffects. If the heterogeneous medium is a statistically uniform or
lowly varying random medium, then the LSM defines the average
cattering property of the random medium. For deterministic prob-
ems, the LSM contains information of the local structure and the
lastic properties revealed by the scattering experiments at location
x,z�. For acoustic media, it is mainly controlled by the local struc-
ure and the impedance contrast. In the point-scatterer case, the LSM
s a uniformly distributed, full matrix, indicating its isotropic scatter-
ng property; while for a local planar reflector with dip-angle �d, the
SM degenerates into a line segment perpendicular to the matrix di-
gonal as illustrated in Figure 6a, which shows the angle relations of
cattering experiments and Figure 6b which shows the structure of
he LSM. Without aperture limitation �360° experiments� the line
egment of the LSM has the same length but is situated at different
ocations along the diagonal for different dip-angles �light lines in
igure 6b�. This can be understood from the conservation of the total
cattered energy. In this case, the dip-angle of the reflector can be de-
ermined from the structure of the LSM. However, in surface reflec-
ion measurements, data are only available on the surface. Even if
he source �shot� and receiver �geophone� both have unlimited aper-
ures on the surface, the line segment of the LSM will have different
ength for different dip-angles �bold lines in Figure 6b�. Horizontal
eflector has the longest length and vertical reflector has zero length.
or other types of structures, such as curved interface, sharp edge,
tc., the corresponding LSM will have different shapes and values.

LIM is the distorted LSM due to the aperture limitation of surface
xperiments �data acquisition� combined with the propagation ef-
ects of overburdens �Figure 4�. As an extreme case, we consider ze-
o-offset experiments where the receiver aperture is a single point
oinciding with the shot point. In this case, the LIM for a planar re-
ector becomes a single point, because scattered energy can be re-
eived for only one pair of angles � �̄i, �̄g�. For limited apertures, the
IMs of planar reflectors will look like something between the two
xtremes of full aperture and point aperture. The right panel of Fig-
re 7 shows the LIMs of a reflector with 30° dip situated at different
epths have different lengths of line segment for limited acquisition
perture �total 201 shots with 176 left-hand receivers per shot�. For a
oint scatterer, the LIMs with this acquisition system are shown on
he left panel of Figure 7. The propagation effects of the overburdens
an change the effective local acquisition aperture dramatically so
hat the LIM is further deviated from the LSM of the target. The pur-
ose of high fidelity imaging is to recover or partly recover the true
ocal scattering matrix from the LIM by removing the propagation
nd aperture effects.

LOCAL ACQUISITION APERTURE EFFICACY
MATRIX AND ACQUISITION

DIP-RESPONSE VECTOR

In order to evaluate the effects of the acquisition geometry for a
pecific target area, including the aperture and propagation effects,
e calculate the Green’s function in local angle domain at image
oints for all the source and receiver locations on the surface for the
hole acquisition configuration. Similar to the procedure of DI map-
ing, we neglect the detailed wave interference pattern and consider
nly the energy distribution of the acquisition configuration. We de-
ne

��̄ j, �̄p,x,z,��

= ��
S

�G�x,z, �̄ j;xS,���2�
RS

�G�x,z, �̄p;xRS
,���2�1/2

�22�

s the localAAE matrix, where

G�x,z, �̄ j;xS,�� = ei�̄jx�
l

Ĝz�x̄l, �̄ j;xS,��g�x − x̄l�

nd

G�x,z, �̄p;xRS
,�� = ei�̄px�

q

Ĝz�x̄q, �̄p;xRS
,��g�x − x̄q�

re the local angle domain decomposition of the impulse responses
Green’s functions�; Ĝz� x̄l, �̄ j;xS,�� and Ĝz� x̄q, �̄p;xRS

,�� are the de-
ompositions of the Green’s function into beamlet domain. If we re-
ate �̄ j and �̄p to the local incident and scattering angles using equa-
ion 6, E� �̄ j, �̄p,x,z,�� is the efficacy of the acquisition system to the
ocal scattering measurement. For the ideal case of infinite apertures,
t should hold

E��̄ j, �̄p,x,z,�� � 1, for all �̄ j and �̄p. �23�

herefore the value of E� �̄ j, �̄p,x,z,�� is an indication of how the ac-
uisition aperture and the overlaying structure influence the scatter-
ng measurements and imaging process in the target area. As exam-
les, we calculate the AAE matrices for the same acquisition system
201 shots with 176 left-hand receivers per shot� as for the LIM cal-
ulation in Figure 7 in a homogeneous background. The correspond-
ng local AAE matrices are shown in Figure 8. Comparing with Fig-
re 7, we can see the difference and relation of the local AAE matri-
es and the LIMs. AAE matrices at different imaging points indicate

igure 7. Local image matrices for different scatterers in a homoge-
eous medium �total 201 shots with 176 left-hand receivers�: left
anel: point scatterer; right panel: planar reflector.
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S154 Wu and Chen
he capability of the acquisition systems, while LIMs are the results
f the imaging process which utilizes that capability. The imaging
esult �local image matrix, e.g., Figure 7� can be considered as a con-
olution of the system response �AAE, e.g., Figure 8� with the scat-
ering characteristics of the target �scattering matrix, e.g., Figure
b�. Obviously, the larger the acquisition aperture, the more scat-
ered energy can be received, resulting in longer lengths of the LIM
ine segments for the planar reflectors. We see also that deep targets
re affected more seriously by the acquisition aperture than shallow
argets.

For planar reflectors, the AAE matrix can be reduced to an ADR
ector:

ADR��̄n,x,z,�� = �
�r

E��̄n, �̄r,x,z,�� . �24�

The above procedure is illustrated in Figure 9: all the contribu-
ions from various incident-receiving angle pairs for the same dip
ngle are summed together to get the total response for that dip an-
le. ADR� �̄n,x,z,�� measures the dip-angle response of the acquisi-
ion system, including the source and receiver apertures, at the target
rea.

igure 8. Local AAE matrix in a homogeneous medium �total 201
hots�.

igure 9. Illustration ofADR calculated from localAAE matrix.
We can get the ADR map for preselected source and receiver ar-
ays or for the whole acquisition system.Averaging over a frequency
and centering at �0 can be done as

DR�x,z, �̄n,�0 ± ��� = 	 �
�0−��

�0+��

ADR2�x,z, �̄n,��
1/2

. �25�

he ADR map can also be calculated from the corresponding DI
aps:

DR�x,z, �̄n;xS,�0 ± ���

= �
�r

�Da
2�x,z, �̄i ;xS� �

RS =1

NR

Da
2�x,z, �̄g;xRS

��1/2

, �26�

here �̄i, �̄g and �̄n, �̄r are related �equation 19�. The ADR map in
quation 26 is for a single source xS with NR receivers xRS

, which in
act is the receiver-aperture efficacy. For group sources or the whole
cquisition aperture �NS sources are considered�, the ADR maps can
e obtained simply by summing theADRs of individual sources:

ADR�x,z, �̄n� = ��
S =1

NS

ADR2�x,z, �̄n;xS��1/2

. �27�

Analysis of AAE as well as DI for a given acquisition system can
e achieved through investigating the DI and ADR distributions for
he dominant frequency. This can increase the efficiency of the pro-
edure dramatically. In the following, we will consider only the
ominant frequency for both DI map andADR map calculations.

Similar to the DI map, the ADR map can also be presented in the
orm of ADR gathers and ADR album with different dip angles. Fig-
res 10 and 11 show the ADR gathers and ADR album, respectively,

igure 10. ADR maps in the form of rose diagram for the lens model.
otal 257 shots with 176 left-hand-side receivers for each shot are
sed for �a� high-velocity lens; �b� low-velocity lens.
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Directional illumination analysis S155
btained from the whole acquisition system for the lens model. In
igure 10, a rose diagram with 11 petals is plotted at each point. Dif-
erent from those in the DI maps �Figure 2�, each petal here repre-
ents the response of a local reflector with that dip direction. The
ength of the petal is proportional to the response strength. Note that
he dip of a local reflector is defined as the angle with respect to the
orizontal �clockwise�, so the dip direction is perpendicular to the
eflector normal �̄n. The total strength of the responses for all the di-

igure 11. ADR album of the lens model from all the 257 shots with
76 left-hand-side receivers for each shot for �a� high-velocity lens
+100% velocity perturbation�; �b� low-velocity lens �−50% veloci-
y perturbation�.
ections is given by the number near each point. Figure 10 shows
hat, with the same sources, the ADR maps illustrate different direc-
ional features compared to the corresponding DI maps �Figure 2�.
he local ADRs represent the system responses to local reflectors,
hich also include the influences of the receiver apertures in addi-

ion to source illumination. The difference can be seen clearly in the
ase of horizontal reflectors. In Figure 11, the blind area for horizon-
al reflectors �dip = 0� under the lens has different shape from the
hadow zone of vertical illumination map for the sub-lens region
Figure 3�. Since the dip-response of a reflector is the sum of re-
eived reflected energies, horizontal reflectors are more sensitive to
he influence of receiver aperture. However, the ADR albums for
ther dip-angles are not too different from the corresponding illumi-
ation maps. This indicates that normally incident illumination
lays an important role for large dip-angle reflectors.

APPLICATION TO THE SEG-EAGE SALT MODEL

We use the SEG-EAGE 2D salt model �Figure 12a� as another ex-
mple for the application of DI and acquisition efficacy analysis. The
hole acquisition system of this model consists of 325 shots with
76 left-hand-side receivers for each shot, i.e., NS = 325 and NR

176. Only the dominant frequency f0 = 15 Hz is considered for
he calculations. The image by G-D beamlet prestack depth migra-
ion is plotted in Figure 12b �Wu and Chen, 2001, 2002a�.

In Figure 13, the DI gathers of individual point sources and point
ource arrays are shown in the form of rose diagram, respectively.
bviously, these DI maps of single or group sources illustrate the di-

ectivity features of source illumination and the influence of the salt
ody to subsalt illumination. The DI map album for the whole acqui-
ition aperture �total 325 shots� Da�x,z, �̄ j,�0� with a = 800 m is cal-

igure 12. �a� SEG-EAGE 2D salt model; �b� the image by G-D
eamlet prestack depth migration.
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S156 Wu and Chen
ulated for different local incident angles �̄ j and shown in Figure 14.
lthough the intensity of the vertical illumination �Figure 14a�

eems distributed more uniformly at the subsalt area, the oblique il-
uminations look highly nonuniform and shadow zones appear un-
er the salt body, especially in the large angle cases �Figures 14c, e�.

Next, acquisition efficacy analysis is applied and the ADR is cal-
ulated for the model. In order to see the features of the AAE matrix
or this model and the associated acquisition system four deep target
oints are selected, of which P2, P3 and P4 are in the subsalt region,
nd P1 is outside the subsalt as a reference point. We see that the local
AE matrix at P1 is rather normal �left panel in Figure 15�. For the

ocal AAE matrix, the x-axis is �̄i�−�/2 − �/2�, the z-axis is �̄g

−�/2 − �/2� �Figure 6�. Since the receiver array is extended to the
eft-hand side of the corresponding source only, the matrices are not
ompletely filled. For the subsalt points P2, P3 and P4, the local AAE
atrices are quite different from that of the reference point P1. For

2, the acquisition is more effective for left-hand-side incident and

igure 13. DI maps for the dominant frequency �15 Hz� in the form
f rose diagram for the SEG-EAGE salt model: �a� from a single shot
t �271,0�; �b� from a single shot at �451,0�; �c� from a shot array of
0 shots at every other points from �201,0� to �279,0�; �d� from a shot
rray of 40 shots at every other points from �431,0� to �509,0�.
eft-hand-side scattered waves; while for P4 the opposite is true, i.e.,
he AAE is better for right-side incident, right-side scattered waves.
or P3, vertical or small-angle incident-scattered waves are favor-
ble. From these local AAE matrices, the dip-responses for planar
eflectors are calculated and analyzed. TheADR album for the whole
cquisition system is shown in Figure 16.At the subsalt area, the hor-
zontal dip-angle response �Figure 16a� is relatively uniform com-
ared with oblique dip-angle cases, which predicts that most hori-
ontal structures can be well imaged by prestack migration. On the
ontrary, for the oblique structures, especially for the subsalt steep
aults, the dip-angle responses have many blind areas resulting from
he influence of the acquisition apertures and the overlaying salt
ody structure. The dip-angle responses for the steep subsalt faults
re relative weak �Figures 16b, c� and the blind areas for steep reflec-

igure 14. DI album for the dominant frequency �15 Hz� from all the
25 shots for the SEG-EAGE salt model: �a� vertical direction; �b�
30° �from vertical to left�; �c� −45° �from vertical to left�; �d� +30°

from vertical to right�; �e� +45° �from vertical to right�; �f� total illu-
ination intensity.

igure 15. Local acquisition efficiency �AAE� matrices for point
catterers in the SEG-EAGE salt model �total 325 shots with left-
and 176 receivers per shot�.
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Directional illumination analysis S157
ors with opposite signs of dip-angle are quite different. Blind areas
or one dip may become bright areas for the other dip �compare Fig-
re 16b, c with Figure 16d, e�. Therefore, ADR mapping could be
ery useful for acquisition and migration designs.

Figure 12b shows that the three subsalt steep faults are poorly im-
ged. Many authors suggested that this is caused by poor subsalt illu-
ination. However, if we consider only the total illumination and to-

al acquisition efficacy, the puzzle still cannot be solved. From the
otal illumination and total dip-response of the acquisition system
hown in Figures 14f and 16f, respectively, we see that in the regions
f the three steep faults, neither total illumination nor total dip-re-
ponse is very weak. The poor image quality of the steep faults is
ard to be explained by these figures. However, if we look at the DI
nd dip-responses, the correlation between image quality and ADR
ecomes quite clear. Figure 17 gives the zoomed-in ADRs for 0°
horizontal reflectors� and 45° �45°-dip reflectors� together with the
ubsalt image. We see excellent correspondence between dip-re-
ponses and the related reflector images. Note that the steep fault in
he middle of the subsalt region has very weak dip-response, espe-
ially for the upper half. This explains the weak image of the fault
nd the total absence of the upper half. The left steep fault has even
eaker dip-response. However, its reflection coefficient is 2.5 times

arger than the middle one, so its image is stronger than the steep
ault in the middle.

After obtaining the DI and AAE �or ADR�, we can perform vari-
us acquisition aperture corrections to improve the image quality
nd conduct local AVA analysis or local inversion for medium pa-
ameters. Directional analysis �including AAE mapping� provides
he basis for illumination correction to obtain unbiased image ampli-
udes representing the scattering strengths of local heterogeneities.
his is an important topic of current research on wave theory-based

igure 16. ADR album of the SEG-EAGE salt model from all the
25 shots with 176 left-hand-side receivers for each shot: �a� hori-
ontal dip; �b� +30° �down from horizontal�; �c� +45° �down from
orizontal�; �d� −30° �up from horizontal�; �e� −45° �up from hori-
ontal�; �f� total response intensity.
rue-amplitude, true-reflection imaging. AAE matrices provide in-
ormation on angle-dependent acquisition aperture and propagation
ffects, which may be critical for reaching the final goal of true-re-
ection imaging.

CONCLUSIONS

DI and AAE analyses based on beamlet wavefield decomposition
nd propagation are proposed. The method has been applied to high-
nd low-velocity lens models and the SEG-EAGE 2D salt model to
emonstrate the feasibilities and features of the approach. Beamlet
ecomposition provides localizations in both space and direction of

igure 17. Image of G-D beamlet prestack depth migration �a�, in
omparison with the acquisition dip-response �ADR� for horizontal
b� and 45°-dip �c� reflectors. We see good correlation between the
DRs and the reflector images of the corresponding dips.
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S158 Wu and Chen
he wavefield, and can provide more flexible and accurate DI and
AE analyses compared with the traditional illumination analysis.
or the salt model, the influences of acquisition geometry, combined
ith the propagation effects of the complex salt body on the image
uality of prestack depth migration are studied through analyses of
he DI maps and the ADR maps. Good correspondence between the
alculatedADR using the proposed method and the quality of the re-
ated images for subsalt reflectors with different dips demonstrates
he validity and application potential of the method.
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APPENDIXA

WINDOWED FOURIER TRANSFORM
(WFT) AND G-D FRAME

FT

For a function f�x� defined in the time-domain, its WFT can be de-
ned as

f�x̄, �̄� = �dxf�x�w*�x − x̄�e−i�̄ x, �A-1�

here x̄ and �̄ are the localized time and frequency, respectively,
�x� is a square-integrable window function centered at x = 0, and
* ” denotes the complex conjugate. The localized time-frequency
omain parameterized by � x̄, �̄� is the wavelet domain. Unlike the
ourier transform f���, which represents the coefficient of a har-
onic wave with frequency �, in WFT f� x̄, �̄� is the coefficient of a
avelet with a frequency-lobe centered at �̄ �local frequency� and
ccupies a window centered at x̄. The inverse WFT �reconstruction�
s given by

f�x� =
1

2�N2 ��d�̄dx̄f�x̄, �̄�w�x − x̄�ei�̄ x, �A-2�

here N is the l2 norm of the window,

N2 = w2 = ��w�x��2dx . �A-3�

or a Gaussian window,

g�x� = �−1/4 exp�− x2/2� , �A-4�

nd N2 = g2 = 1.

-D frame

Since WFT reconstruction is time-consuming, many studies have
een performed to obtain sparsely sampled — but still accurate —
econstruction schemes. For the Gaussian window function, the dis-
rete WFT is closely related to the canonical coherent states in phys-
cs. Daubechies showed that for stable reconstruction oversampling
x�� � 2� must hold, where �x and �� are the time and frequency

ampling intervals, respectively, and �x�� measures the size of win-
owed Fourier atoms �latticed coherent states�. The windowed Fou-
ier frame atoms are

gmn�x� = eim�� xg�x − n�x� �A-5�

nd the frame coefficients of a function f�x� are calculated as

�f ,gmn� = �dxf�x�e−im�� xg*�x − n�x� . �A-6�

f gmn�x� constitutes a frame, where g�x� is a window function and
x�� � 2�, two constants exist, A 
 0, B 
 0, so that

A � dx�f�x��2 � �
m

�
n

��f ,gmn��2 � B � dx�f�x��2.

�A-7�

unction f�x� can be reconstructed from the so-obtained frame coef-
cients:

f = �
m

�
n

�f ,gmn�g̃mn, �A-8�

here g̃mn is the dual frame vector,

g̃mn�x� = eim�� xg̃�x − n�x� . �A-9�

t was proved that the dual frame vector is also a windowed Fourier
rame vector. That means that the dual frame vectors are time and
requency translations with a new window. In the case of the dual
rame equal to the original frame, the frame is then called tight
rame. There have been various methods and algorithms developed
o construct dual frames, such as the conjugate gradient iterations or
seudoinverse method �Daubechies, 1992; Mallat, 1998; Qian and
hen, 1996�.
Compared to the critical sampling case ��x�� = 2��, frame de-

omposition is overcomplete. The representation by its coefficients
ontains redundant information. The moderate redundancy results in
robust and stable reconstruction. From wave propagation point of
iew, the tight-frame or nearly tight-frame representation with mod-
rate redundancy leads to good localizations in both time and fre-
uency �or space and wavenumber�, a very desirable feature for effi-
ient extrapolation of wavefield. In our application, we decompose
he frequency-domain wavefield along the spatial axes using the
-D frame theory. In this case, the localized space-wavenumber do-
ain parameterized by � x̄, �̄� is the beamlet domain. Unlike the Fou-

ier transform f���, which represents the coefficient of a global plane
ave with wavenumber �, in G-D frame decomposition, f� x̄, �̄� is the

oefficient of a beamlet �small beam� with a lobe centered at �̄ �local
avenumber� and occupies a window centered at x̄. In wave propa-
ation in beamlet domain, even when the dual frame is very close to
he original frame in the nearly tight case, the error accumulation
uring wave propagation is still noticeable if the dual frame is re-
laced by the original frame. Therefore, dual-frame vector must be
sed for wave propagation and imaging. It is known that, in over-
ampling cases, frame decomposition is redundant and the dual
rame is not unique. In our work, we select the dual frame window
hose shape is closest to the original frame window in the sense of
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he least-squares error and precompute it for each application using
he method of Qian and Chen �1996�.

For simplicity, the above-described windowed Fourier frames
ith Gaussian window was called the G-D frame �Wu and Chen,
001, 2002a�. In Figure A-1 we plot the Gaussian window and its
ual-frame windows for redundancy ratios equal to 2 and 4, respec-
ively. The higher the redundancy ratio, the closer the dual-frame
indow function is to the original window function.
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